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DOWNLOADING and opening pdfs

Please make sure you download the pdfs directly onto a home computer and not onto a phone
or tablet as this generally doesn’t work. You will need Adobe Reader to open the printable pdf file
(a free version is available online).

Paper for Home Printing

Standard A4 80gsm printer paper will give you a good print out but if you want to use a thicker paper
stock then you could use a 90/100gsm paper which is available in more select printer shops or online
(check the max weight your printer will take).

HOME Printer Settings

To make sure your designs print at the correct size and in the correct position on the page make sure
your printer is set to print at:
1. Actual size/100%
2. Centred on the page
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using the printables

If you have purchased A4 posters they will be ready to display straight after printing either in frames
or creatively stuck up with washi tape etc. Wordsearches, colouring sheets, doodle sheets etc will also
be ready to use straight after printing. so get doodling.
If you have purchased the postcards or fun smaller cards then you will need to carefully cut down the
dotted lines either using scissors or a craft knife on a cuttingboard to create the finished cards.

enjoy and let’s share a smile!
disclaimer

There are no returns or exchanges but please contact me if you have any problems with
your order. The Happy Design Co PDF files are for YOUR PERSONAL USE ONLY
AND ARE NOT FOR RE-SALE OR COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION.
All Rights Reserved 2020 @ The Happy Design Co.
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rainbows

Let’s share a smile, be kind and let others know we are all
supporting each other by putting a rainbow in our window
you can either...

- cut out the colo
ured rainbow and
stick it in your win
dow for all to see

top tips...
- put your rainbow
somewhere for all to see
- be creative when
decorating your rainbow
- have lots of rainbows
on display

ALSO...
- make a rainbow mobile
- can you make a giant
rainbow on the floor?
- Can you chalk a bright
rainbow outside?
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- colour in the outlined rainbow,
stick it onto a piece of card, stick
on any craft materials
and proudly display it
in your window
(use a cereal box
if you don’t
have card)

or...

- cut out the coloured rainbow and
stick it in your window for all to see
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